Author checklist

Authors should adhere to the following requirements and confirm in the cover letter that they have been met.

1) Include a cover letter stating your manuscript is original data and has not been published or being considered for publication anywhere else.

2) Include a statement that all authors have read the manuscript and approve of the data presentation, analysis and interpretation of the results and are aware of and have agreed to the submission of the manuscript to our journal for consideration.

3) Confirm that the style and format of your entire manuscript follows the requirements of The American Midland Naturalist as indicated by our Author Instructions (available at http://www.nd.edu/~ammidnat/authors.html) and Editorial Conventions (available at http://www.nd.edu/~ammidnat/editorial.html). The following are formatting requirements that are commonly overlooked and should be double checked:

   a. Journal titles in the Literature Cited need to be abbreviated by the authors
   b. Page numbers and line numbers should be indicated throughout manuscript
   c. Authors with the same address should be grouped together when possible with the address following after the last author’s name. Otherwise, the address follows after each author’s name if they are different
   d. Figures must have a resolution of 300 dpi. We have instructions we can send you from the press if you need help deciding if your figure will work
   e. Figures and tables should be included with the manuscript in one file in Microsoft Word format when submitting